
 Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar Government College, Sri Ganaganagar

        Best Practices - session 2020-21

A. 1. Title of the Practice: 

                                     UDaan

 Free coaching For comPetitive examinations

2. Objectives of the Practice: To prepare the students of the college and

coming from surrounding  rural  and  semi-urban  areas  of  Rajasthan  for

employability through the competitive exams for various government jobs.

3. The Context:  The students  graduating from the colleges find it  hard to find

employment and appear for the competitive examinations immediately after their

degrees. They have to spend heavy amounts of money to join private coaching

academies  and  appear  in  the  exams.  Most  of these students cannot afford the

unnecessary expenditures of coaching in the market. Therefore, it was the need of

the day that our regular college students should be mentored and taught not only

the syllabus and curriculum prescribed by the university for the undergraduate and

post graduate degrees but also the much needed topics covered for the competitive

exams for fostering the employability of our youth.

4. The Practice: In the session 2020-21, Sh. C.P. Jandu, convener of Pratiyogita

Dakshta Committee, provided free online coaching and mock interviews for Junior

Legal Officer, Informatics officer, IAS, RAS. As many as 253 candidates from our

coaching were selected for RAS (result declared in July 2021), 14 were selected

for JLO (result  declared in March 2021). RAS state topper Mukta Rao from

Jhunjhunu belongs  to  our  batch.  In the  category  of  physically disabled,  7



aspirants-  Kulwant  Singh,  Devendra  Chauhan,  Pratibha,  Pravin  Gupta,

Ramdayal, Nahida Khan, Jigyasa Sharma successfully cleared the exams. In

the widow category, Krishna Inkiya, AmitaBishnoi, JinuVerma, Anita Dudi,

ShilpaSaxena, Lalitesh got  selected. Our  28 students were among  the 100

toppers.

5. Evidence of success

The placement and designation of students selected in various examinations are

evidences enough to  prove  the  fruitfulness  of  these  classes.  (Harpreet  Singh –

8290890010 Karanpur, Ankit Mimani- 8860981472). The preparation courses have

received  overwhelming  response  with  each  passing  year  and  the  city  of  Sri

Ganganagar is now being called as Udaan centre and SI wala district. 

6.Problems Encountered and Resources Required

The Pratiyogita Dakshta Pariyojna Committee (Competitive exams Proficiency

Committee) had to face a number of problems while conducting this challenging

exercise. While Dishari Scheme had a demarcated allotment of funds, there has

never been an independent fund allocation  for  Free  Coaching  for  competitive

examinations led by this committee under the guidance of Assistant Professor of

History,  Sh.  C.P.  Jandu. He arranged most  of  the material  at  his  own expense

including distribution of free notes and resource material to students in hundreds of

copies. Another problem encountered during the course of this entire activity was

the overlapping of the teaching hours. While the classes were conducted in late

afternoons, the students coming from surrounding villages left the campus in their

local buses, therefore the classes were often held in the peak hours of the college

wherein the students would miss their core lectures now and then to attend these

free coaching classes for two to three months.

The  pandemic  restrictions  further  aggravated  the  issue  and  all  networking and

classes were managed online by teachers with their personal efforts.







B. 1. Title of the Practice: online teaching anD WeBinars

2. Objectives of the Practice: To connect the students with their curriculum,

values, employable skills  and preparation for  a bright future in times of  Covid

pandemic. The underlying principle and intention of this practice was to boost the

students  to  stay healthy,  mentally  agile, intellectually updated and keen with a

readiness for employment after their degree programmes.

3. The  Context:  The  sudden  onset  of  the  covid-19  pandemic  overturned  the

smooth offline practices of education and forced the students to stay inside their

homes  amidst  red  alerts  and lockdowns  implemented  by  the  state  and  central

governments.  The pandemic took several  lives and transformed the atmosphere

from progression to gloom. Amidst such unprecedented circumstances,  it was a

challenge for the institution to keep the students motivated, associated with their

curriculum and also maintain a healthy and positive approach towards the

calamity.

4. The Practice:  The unique practice of connecting with the students online was

initiated very early during the session when the pandemic forced the students to

stay inside their homes. The teachers formed online wats ap groups class-wise to

continue teaching their syllabus and sharing notes for their assistance in the form

of PDF files. You tube channel of the college and subsequently you tube channels

of all teachers were created/activated for posting videos on each topic to be taught

in their respective classes. Sri Ganganagar being a border area and a semi- urban

region has network issues at  several  points.  Students come to the college from

diverse backgrounds  and  a  large  count  of  these  belong  to  villages  with  weak

network  connectivity. Therefore it  was  not  possible to  take  online  classes

according to the time table schedules. Therefore the students were provided with a



free access to PDF notes and videos through you- tube channels of the teachers and

institution.  Students  interacted  freely  telephonically  or  through wats  ap  and

telegram aps. Assignments were given weekly to the students after the teaching of

each topic and unit. By the end of the session i.e. 30th April, 2021, 3444 videos had

been uploaded by the teachers on various youtube channels for convenient access

to students and over 3000 PDF files were shared with the students in the form of

text, notes and reference material for the curriculum. Apart from these, teachers

also provided the students with PDF versions of useful books and extra reading

resources. These resources have been compiled and preserved in the form of an e-

bank entitled Rajiv Gandhi e-content bank with link available on the website.

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/16bBSDR7F2vmWV1a-f1vw-

KiTznQPtVRf

https://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/college/gcganganagar/MEDIACENTRE

The  facebook  page  of  the  college  updates  useful  information  to  the  students

scattered throughout Rajasthan state about the upcoming schedules, achievements

and circulars of the college.

 (https://  www.facebook.com/groups/311324356409916/?ref=share  ).

Apart from this, the students admitted in the first year of the degree programmes

were allotted mentors for extra guidance and counselling. “Anandam” project was

initiated  by  the  college  to promote  social  ethics  and  responsibility  in  difficult

times. The students were encouraged to serve the society in one form or the other

individually and in groups and compile  photographs  and videos for  motivating

other members of the society.

Webinars were organized by the webinar committee on a regular basis. These

webinars addressed the academic and social issues of the day and connected

with students through the zoon application. Topics like “Rules of success”,

“Corona times and academics”, “Career opportunities  in  science  stream”,

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/16bBSDR7F2vmWV1a-f1vw-KiTznQPtVRf
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/16bBSDR7F2vmWV1a-f1vw-KiTznQPtVRf


“Importance of Goal Setting in students”, “Time management” etc.

5. Evidence of success: The students were successful in studying, comprehending

and  preparing the  curriculum  for  their  respective  classes  for  the  University

examinations  of  2020-21.  The students  interacted  online  with  the  concerned

teachers  and  cleared  their  doubts.  After  the  state government  allowed  offline

campus  classes,  the  students  were  called  for  doubt  clearing  sessions and  the

mentoring that was required. The results of the University Examinations 2020-21

are adequate evidence  to prove the success  of the practice of online  mode of

teaching.

6.Problems Encountered and Resources Required

The  main  problem  encountered  during  the  process  was  the  network  and

connectivity issues in the area. Moreover, not all students had access to android

phones.  This  deprived  them  to  attend classes or  watch videos  to cover their

syllabus.

Another problem that the institution encountered was the lack of infrastructure due

to the sudden and unprecedented onset of the pandemic. Teachers had to manage

the resources on their personal level and there was no such training that could give

the  desired  results  immediately. Therefore,  it  was  a  slow,  evolving  process  of

learning and establishing  the  technical  set  up  in  the institution. In  the  current

session in July 2021, the college set up a studio with the proper cameras and other

infrastructure for online teaching and recording.



Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar Government College

Sriganganagar (Raj.) 

Innovations & Best Practices 

  Sessions 2015-16 to 2019-20

The College has always aspired to attain new heights and make a

name for itself. For the institution, innovation is an ongoing process

of  bringing  about  new  ideas, best  and  healthy  practices  and

application of better solutions that can have a positive and productive

impact  on  the  society.  This  is  accomplished  through  its

teaching.learning process, curriculum, skill development

programmes, employability skills development programmes,

services, resources and implementation of ideas, The college not only

believes in developing values but also in providing solutions to meet

new needs and maximizing its educational objectives. The innovation

and best practices in the college are nurtured and nourished by the

qualities imparted and inculcated and these include:

 Accountability

 Integrity

 Leadership

 Research aptitude

 Social responsibility and concern

 Healthy practices

 Comprehensive approach

 Fostering the spirit of education

 Generating awareness towards issues

Environmental Consciousness

The campus of the College is spread over 28 acres, and this includes

building blocks, canteen, Sports and Games room, student union room,



vehicle stand and play grounds. The class rooms and laboratories in

each block  are  designed  as  per  the  standards  appropriate  for  an

educational institution. All class rooms and labs are well illuminated,

aerated and ventilated. There are gardens with small lawns attached to

each block.

The  plantation  is  done  all  around  the  campus.  There  is  a  Campus

beautification and maintenance committee (Eco Club), run and funded

by  the  faculty  members.  The Club  has  done  a  large  number  of

plantations and takes care of all the plants. All plants are growing well

and making the  Campus  green.  Like  any other  academic institution

there is no substantial  hazardous emission or  solid waste.  The plant

litter and  waste  are  collected  in  pit  to  make  natural  manure  .The

gardener and the faculty members also put in efforts to take care of the

plants. The plants used as a material for the practical classes in Botany

are  cultivated  in  Botanical  cum  Herbal  Garden. Since  the

computerization has just begun so there is no substantial e.waste in the

campus and whatever is produced, is disposed of by standard methods.



A. Title of the Practice: (UDaan anD Dishari) Free

coaching For comPetitive examinations

2. Objectives of the Practice: To prepare the students of the college and

coming from surrounding rural areas of the college for employability

through the competitive exams for various government jobs.

3. The Context: The students graduating from the colleges find it hard to

find employment  and  appear  for  the  competitive  examinations

immediately after their degrees. They have to spend heavy amounts of

money to join private coaching academies and appear in the exams.

Most of these students cannot afford the unnecessary expenditures of

coaching in the market. Therefore, it was the need of the day that our

regular  college students  should be mentored and taught not only the

syllabus  and  curriculum  prescribed  by  the  university  for  the

undergraduate and post graduate degrees but also the much needed

topics covered for the competitive exams for fostering the

employability of our youth.

4.The Practice:

The session 2015-16 attracted hundreds of students from over the

district  for free  coaching  classes,  (under  the  name  UDAAN)  for  the

preparation of competitive exams like IAS, RAS, SSC etc. Students from

rural, economically backward backgrounds were provided free counseling

and coaching in different subjects that are required for the preparation of

these competitive exams. The faculty also provided them free handouts as

supporting resources.

In 2016-17, The college again provided free coaching for

Competitive Examinations  like  Rajasthan  Police  Constable,  Patwari,

High Court Group D etc. A two month free course was conducted by a

team of faculty members led by Sh. C.P. Jandu, Assisitant Professor in



History. It  was open for the regular students of the college as well as

other interested aspirants from outside the college. Apart from lectures

and counselling, Notes and questionnaires were distributed for free to the

students. As a result of this, several students got selected in the target

examinations. 

In  2017-18,  another  programme-  Dishari  free  Coaching  for

Competitive  Exams  was  conducted from  9-9-17  to  18-12-17.  The

students were greatly benefitted by the Dishari Classes and the DISHARI

mobile app that served to update the students regarding GK, Science and

Current Affairs questions and other topics for the preparation. As many

as  218  students  actively  participated  in  the  100  classes  taken  in

Reasoning and Maths by the faculty and external experts.

      In the session 2018-19, RUSA Dishari free Coaching Scheme for

preparation of Competitive Exams from 25-10-18 to 5-1-19 with 84

registered students was conducted. The students were greatly benefitted

by the Dishari Classes and the DISHARI  mobile  app  that  served  to

update the students regarding GK, Science and Current Affairs questions

and other topics for the preparation. Students were given a Starter’s kit

and classes in Reasoning, Mental ability and Maths were taught by the

faculty  and  external  experts.  An  Employment  Information  Cell  was

established  to update the students  about theupcoming competitive

examinations.

In  the session  2019-20, Sh.  C.P.  Jandu,  Department  of  History,

coordinated a series of lectures and provided free notes to students of

the college as well as other students of the district aspiring to appear in

different competitive exams like RAS, IAS, Sub Inspector, High Court

Clerical  etc  throughout  the  session.  Sh.  Jandu  was honoured by the

District administration on 26th January 2020 by the District Collector,

Sri  Ganganagar,  Rajasthan.  Currently,  he  is  providing  free  online

coaching to the aspirants all over the state of Rajasthan.



5.Problems Encountered and Resources Required

The Pratiyogita Dakshta Pariyojna Committee (Competitive exams

Proficiency Committee) had to face a number of problems while conducting

this challenging exercise. While Dishari Scheme had a demarcated allotment

of funds,  there  has  never been an independent  fund allocation for Free

Coaching for competitive examinations led by this committee under the

guidance of Sh. C.P. Jandu. Sh. Jandu arranged most of the material at his

own expense including distribution of  free notes and resource material  to

students  in  hundreds  of  copies. Another  problem encountered during the

course  of  this  entire  activity  was  the  overlapping  of  the  teaching  hours.

While the classes were conducted in late afternoons, the students coming

from surrounding villages left the campus in their local buses, therefore the

classes  were  often  held  in  the peak hours of the college wherein the

students would miss their core lectures now and then to attend these free

coaching classes for two to three months.

















B. 1. Title of the Practice:

 taal ( state-level cUltUral anD 

literary comPetitions )

2. Objectives of the Practice:  TAAL is a mega event of the city of Sri

Ganganagar that  provides  a  Cultural  exposure to  the students  of  the

state.  Students  from  various disciplines  and  colleges  from  several

districts of Rajasthan participate in this event in the month of January. It

enhances  the  creative,  aesthetic,  literary,  communicative and

competitive  skills  of  the  students  in  more  than one field.  The main

purpose was to provide an open platform to the youth to extract and

display their talent and skills in front of the society.

3. The Context: A lot of talent is visible among the students of the area.

But being from  a  rural  backdrop,  the  students  are  shy  in  coming

forward  and  expressing themselves  in  the  form of  singers,  dancers,

poets,  debaters,  and actors.  The youth needed a platform where they

could  un-reluctantly  showcase  their hidden  talents and through this

medium reach out to greater and wider and more renowned platforms

like TV, media, Social media. They are noticed and selected through

this platform, getting a wider viewership through newspapers, social

media networking.

4. The Practice: - TAAL event of 2-3 February 2016 was a mega event of

the Ganganagar district inviting youth from the entire state of Rajasthan

to take part and witness the Inter college Competitions in literary and

Cultural fields. It provided a platform to scores of student artists and

musicians to display their potential and get rewarded by the college.

The event is funded through the boys fund.

    The 9-10th January 2017 TAAL, 30-31st January 2018 TAAL and

15-16  January, 2019,  7-8 2020  TAAL  events were  hosted  by  our

institution    inviting  students  from all  over  the  Rajasthan  State  to



participate  in  the  State  level  Cultural  and  Literary Competitions

promoting the folk culture, classical arts as well as the contemporary

arts  forms  in  dance  and  music.  It  included  inter-college  debate

competition, poetry recitation (self-Composed), Solo Song competition,

solo dance and group dance competitions. Teams from Government as

well as Private Colleges from far off districts  like  Dausa,  Udaipur,

Barmer etc took part in this mega event that made a distinctive mark for

our institution. Experts for judgement of the competitions were invited

according to their areas of specialization from the local institutions as

well as from Punjab, Nohar and other places.

The event proved to be a grand success and a much awaited event of the

area. The active participation and student representation in the form of

Student union members, Cultural and literary secretaries etc made it a

highly awaited event. The college arranged orchestra and musicians for

the live performances of the students and invited the student leaders and

prominent  personalities  of  the  city  as  the  audiences.  MPs,  MLAs,

Ministers,  Social  activists,  educationists,  artists,  administrators  and

others have been a part of this event making headlines each year. The

event could not be organized after 2020 due to covid. 

5. Problems  Encountered  and  Resources Required: The  entire

event was funded by resources from Boys fund. There were problems

concerning heavy expenditure demands by the students. Their proposals

demanded  higher  expenses  in  the  form  of decoration, furniture,

professional singers etc. Their demands had to be negotiated to

justify  the  requirements. Secondly, teams coming  from several  far

away districts of Rajasthan like Barmer, Dausa had to be given stay

arrangements for the night as the  event went up to two days, which

incurred extra costs.
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